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The paper has now been accepted.  This is the submitted version, and does not have the changes 

made as the result of the reviewer’s comments and the journal’s editorial work.  The conclusions 

did not change the results or conclusions, but led to substantial improvments. 

 

 

Title: Slope, Aspect, and Hillshade Algorithms for Non-Square Digital Elevations Models 

 

Abstract 

Common global digital elevation models at 1 to 3 arc second resolution use geographic 

coordinates for grid definition, and while cells are square (equal dx and dy spacing) near the 

equator, they become increasingly rectangular at higher latitudes.  Some GIS software cannot 

handle rectangular grid cells, but minor modifications to slope, aspect, and hillshade algorithms 

can handle them.  The algorithms can also handle grids with other projections, including Equi-7, 

Lambert conformal conic, Lambert azimuthal equal area, and polar stereographic, converting 

aspect to true north instead of the potentially rotated grid.  Computed slope varies with grid 

spacing with a logarithmic relationship and negative slope.  Slope maps and distributions from 

rectangular DEMs, or DEMs where the actual grid spacing varies from the nominal values 

because points are far from undistorted region, have characteristics equal to that of a UTM grid 

with spacing equal to the average dx and dy spacing of the DEM.   
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1   Introduction 

Focal operations operate on raster cells and their neighbors, and provide some of the most useful 

displays for digital elevation models, including slope, aspect, and hillshade displays.  

Computation of these parameters requires the data spacing, and many GIS programs have 

required that the spacing be the same in both directions of the grid.  At the same time, the 

mapping agencies supplying DEMs produce most of the moderate scale DEMs with spacing in 

arc seconds.  These DEMs, including SRTM (Farr and others, 2007), ASTER (Abrahams and 

others, 2010), ALOS (Tadano and others, 2016), Merit (Yamazaki and others, 2017), Copernicus 

(Airbus, 2020), and Tandem-X (Rizzoli and others, 2017), have become ubiquitous across a wide 

range of disciplines, with resolutions of 1” and 3”, often loosely termed 30 m and 90 m.  Near 

the equator these approximations are generally valid, but at higher latitudes the pixels are no 

longer “square” and become increasingly “rectangular”.  Many GIS programs allow only a single 

conversion factor to convert arc seconds to meters to match the vertical elevations, and warn that 

reprojection to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) or a similar projection should precede use 

of these operations.  Reprojection computes new elevations at locations different from those in 

the original DEM, potentially changing its characteristics.  Some current GIS software correctly 

and automatically converts the arc second spacing of the DEMs into meters and deals with the 

rectangular pixels; examples include MICRODEM, GRASS, and ArcGIS.  This paper will 

demonstrate the required modifications to the slope, aspect, and hillshade algorithms and 

demonstrate how they can be adapted not only to geographic DEMs but to those in a variety of 

other projections. 

 

1.1 Projections 

We considered 6 different projections, all of which have been used for DEMs, for a primary test 

area in southern Norway.  Problems with projections generally only appear away from the center 

of the projection where distortion is minimized. 

1. Geographic or Plate Carrée which is used for the distribution of almost all the global 

DEMs at 1-3 arc second spacing.  This is a poor choice for data display, but for small 

areas software can easily adjust the y-scaling so that distance and area distortion is 

minimal. The test area is at 58°N, near where some global DEMs (e.g. Copernicus, 

TanDEM-X, and ALOS) reduce the spacing at high latitudes.  The change spacing can 

the DGED model (DGIWD, 2020), the DTED specification (DoD, 2000), or a custom 

model.  Changes in spacing create problems for software merging of grids that cross the 

latitudinal boundaries, and the different choices make comparing the different global 

DEMs difficult at high latitude. 
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2. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), zone 33.  The longitude of the test area should 

place it in zone 32, but Norway widens some of the UTM zones which would otherwise 

be very narrow.  Other transverse Mercator projections would behave similarly. 

3. Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area.  A version centered at 52°N 0°E was used for EU-DEM 

v1.1 (European Environment Agency, 2017).  The Norwegian test area is close to the 

projection center, so the distortion will be minimal compared to other areas on the 

margins of the projection. 

4. Equi7 for Europe (Bauer-Marschallinger and other, 2014), an equidistant azimuthal 

projection optimized for each of the 7 continents.  This format was one of the options for 

the Geomorpho90 data set for geomorphometry (Amatulli and others, 2020). 

5. Polar stereographic.  This was used for the International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic 

Ocean (IBCAO) (Jakobsson and others, 2012) and the Arctic DEM (Porter and others, 

2018).  This grid provides an extreme example of rotation of the grid axes, which always 

point to the North Pole. 

6. RGF93 Lambert Conformal Conic (LCC).  This is the French national grid, extended 

beyond its intended area to show the effects of distortion.  Norway does not use the 

conformal conic, and instead of creating a local grid that would minimize distortion, the 

French grid was selected to show the effects of using the projection on a continental 

scale. 

 

2  Methods 

While geographic DEMs generally have consistent grid cell spacing such as 1 arc second, slope 

algorithms require spacing in meters, and except in unusual circumstances geographic DEMs 

have dx and dy spacings which are significantly different from each other. 

A number of GIS programs cannot deal with the different dx and dy spacing in geographic 

coordinate DEMs.  For example, GDAL (Perry and others, 2021) suggests reprojecting the DEM 

before creating slope maps.  MICRODEM (Guth, 2009), GRASS (Shapiro and Waupotitsch, 

2021) and ArcGIS’s geodesic model (ESRI, 2020) can correctly compute slope and aspect for 

geographic DEMs.  The slope results from those three programs agree, and the results from 

equivalent UTM and geographic grids agree with the caveats to be discussed below. 

 

2.1 Adapting the Slope, Aspect, and Hillshade Algorithms to Arc Second DEMs 

This discussion will focus on the method that has generally been called the Evans or Horn 

method (Sharpnack and Akin, 1969; Horn, 1981; Heerdegen and Beran, 1982; Evans, 1988; 

Florinsky, 1998; there is also a gray literature publication by Young and Evans from 1978).  

Results from this method correlate strongly to alternative algorithms (Guth, 1995), and those 
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other algorithms can also be easily adapted to different dx and dy spacings.  The code, in Delphi 

(Object Pascal), is posted at https://github.com/prof-pguth/microdem. 

Slope is only computed for points surrounded by eight neighbors, with no calculations on the 

edge rows and columns, and around any holes in the data set.  If the edges are critical to analysis, 

the DEM can be merged with its neighbors, and various options exist for filling holes but they 

cannot accurately recreate missing data.  At each point where the slope is to be calculated, the 

method computes the spacing of grids cells in the x and y directions, dx and dy, using the 

geodetic formulas (Vincenty, 1975) using the following logic: 

1. Compute the latitude and longitude of the points to the north, south, east, and west of the 

central pixel, using the inverse equations for the projection of the grid. 

2. Use the Vincenty formulas to calculate the distance between the grid points to the north 

and south, which is twice dx. 

3. Use the Vincenty formulas to calculate the distance between the grid points to the east 

and west, which is twice dx. 

4. The Vincenty formulas to compute the distance between the points to the north and south 

also computes the azimuth between them, which define the grid north of the projection.  

The azimuth shows how far grid north deviates from true north.  For the geographic 

DEMs this will be 0. 

These values for dx and dy are used to compute the partial derivatives dz/dx and dz/dy needed 

for the slope algorithm.  Unless the projection is conformal, even with a nominal 30 m grid 

spacing, dx and dy will be different.  For all the projections considered here, except for the 

geographic DEMs, the difference between the x and y spacings is extremely small (less than 

2%).  The differences from the nominal 30 m spacing of the projection are more problematical, 

and will be discussed later. 

For geographic DEMs, the aspect will be relative to true north because the data grids align with 

meridians and parallels.  For other projections, the computations will be relative to the grid north 

defined by the projection, which can be substantially different from true north.  The 

documentation of GDAL (Perry and others, 2021), GRASS (Shapiro and Waupotitsch, 2021) and 

ArcGIS (ESRI, 2020) do not indicate to which north their aspect computations provide.  The 

Vincenty (1975) formulas allow calculation of the grid rotation, so that the aspects from the 

algorithm can be converted to true north relatively easily and all aspects in the GIS software can 

be referenced to true north. 

Hillshade algorithms use the angle between the normal to the earth’s surface defined from the 

slope and aspect, and the illumination vector defined by the selected illumination.  The hillshade 

will work correctly if the slope and aspect account for the grid spacing in meters, and the aspect 

is corrected to refer to true north for the non-geographic projections. 

https://github.com/prof-pguth/microdem
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The basic algorithm has been implemented in MICRODEM (Guth, 1995, 2009, 2010) for 

geographic projections, and has been extended to the other projections in 2021.  The refinement 

to adjust the aspect direction for non-geographic DEMs was added in 2021, along with the 

incorporation of adjusted aspect for the hillshade. 

The algorithms can be optimized for faster execution for the following cases: 

1. For geographic grids, the average dy and the dx for each row of the DEM can be 

computed when the DEM is initialized and these values can be used in the algorithms. 

2. For the UTM grids, the dx and dy can be assumed to be 30 m with very small resulting 

errors within a single zone.  At higher latitudes, when many users merge UTM zones, the 

errors increase.  For small regions, the rotation angle between grid north and true can use 

the average of the four corners of the DEM. 

3. For any projection, the variation of dx, dy, and the rotation angle can be computed at 

several points within the grid.  If they fall within an acceptable tolerance, the average 

values can be used throughout the grid; otherwise the complete algorithm can be used. 

To test that the algorithms worked correctly, and investigate any differences in slope resulting 

from using geographic coordinates, we used lidar from two test regions, one at low latitude from 

Guam and the other at high latitude in southern Norway.  We obtained lidar from the national 

mapping agencies, and created independent test DEMs with multiple projections and data 

spacing. 
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Figure 1.  Study areas in Norway (A) and Guam (B).  Both have a graticule that is “square” in arc seconds, but only Guam is close to 

“square” in meters on the map on any reasonable projection. 
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2.2 Test DEM Creation 

For our primary tests, we created 8 DEMs at nominal 30 m spacing from a lidar point cloud for a 

single mapping project, covering an irregularly shaped area in southern Norway around 

Kristiansand (Terratec, 2014).  The project contains 861 tiles and 316 million lidar returns with 

an average density of 11.8 points/m², and is available from https://hoydedata.no/LaserInnsyn/ .  

This region was selected because it is near the changeover of grid spacing for some of the 1 

second global DEMs, the high latitude forces consideration of the variable dx and dy spacing in 

meters, and there are a number of projections that have been used for continental mapping in 

Europe which can be used here without unreasonable extrapolation.  We could create an instance 

of any projection centered on the area that would minimize distortions, but we wanted to test 

realistic cases of a projection used over a large area. 

For the secondary test of a location near the equator where the dx and dy spacings are 

approximately equal, we extracted part of the data set covering the southern portion of the island 

of Guam from a 2012 survey (Aerometric, 2013). The lidar point cloud contains 48 tiles and 1.13 

billion lidar returns with an average density of 6.4 points/m².  

We created independent DEMs at a variety of resolutions, with 6 projections to test the effect of 

projection and data scale.  For the geographic DEM we computed three different dx spacings, 

since global DEMs near this latitude have used 1, 1.5, and 2 arc seconds for the dx spacing.  We 

did not want to resample or reinterpolate DEMs, since those processes introduce changes which 

prove difficult to disentangle from the effects of different projections.  Creation of a digital 

terrain model (DTM) at 1 arc second or nominal 30 m cell size used the following steps:  

1. Select projection and data spacing. 

2. Compute the minimum bounding rectangle that encompasses the data set for the selected 

projection. 

3. Cycle through the data, finding all the returns that fall within each cell for the DEM.  We 

did this in blocks, with the size constrained by available memory.  To find the median or 

another percentile requires all points in the cell to be in memory to sort. 

4. Normally ignore all points classified as noise or overlap in the point cloud, but this point 

cloud does not have that level of classification; it only contains ground and “other” 

categories.  The Potree viewer on the Høydedata site clearly shows a number of low noise 

points below the ground surface in the data set. 

5. Select the point at the fifth percentile of the points within the cell to represent the ground 

surface.  Alternative would be to select the median of all points classified as ground to 

represent the ground surface DTM, or the median of all first returns to make a DSM. 

6. Interpolate to fill the smallest holes. 

 

https://hoydedata.no/LaserInnsyn/
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These DEMs serve as a basic representation of the lidar point cloud, with no post processing.  

There are gaps or voids over water with few lidar returns, around the irregular edges of the lidar 

project, and additionally around the edges created by the different rotations of the grids.  These 

should not affect the statistics, and our purpose is to investigate the choice of projection on the 

properties of the DEM, and the ability to correctly perform focal operations for slope, aspect, and 

hillshades on these DEMs.  Figure 2 shows the 6 projections, with the DTM created from the 

lidar point clouds.  The rotation of the geographic graticule stands out, but otherwise the maps 

appear very similar.  The hillshade for the 1 second grid, with pixels far from square, appears 

visually identical to the others. 

 

 

Figure 2. Hillshades for the six projections in Norway; Figure 1 labels the graticule.  All have a 

nominal 30 m spacing, and the geographic graticule shows variable rotation of the grid with 

respect to true north. 

 

Table 1 shows the pixel sizes throughout the map area, and the extent that the map grid deviates 

from true north shown by the graticule.  At the scale of Figure 1 the convergence of the 
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meridians does not appear obvious, but the graticule, which has the same intervals in both 

latitude and longitude, is clearly not square. 

Three of the projections are conformal: the polar stereographic, LCC, and UTM.  For these the 

dx and dy spacing are the same at every pixel, but they vary over the map’s extent.  Only two 

projections have close to 30 m pixels, the UTM and Lambert azimuthal equal area, where the 

difference are about 5 cm (0.17% of the data spacing).  While pixel sizes for these projections 

are relatively constant, the grids have readily apparent rotations from true north. 

The projections are ordered in all tables by the average grid spacing, the average between the dx 

and dy spacing, because as we will show, the average spacing is to best way to determine the 

comparable UTM grid size.  The last column in Table 1 shows the ratio of the x/y spacings.  This 

ordering will be important in interpreting the results.  
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Table 1.  Grid parameters for the “30 m” pixels in the 6 projections for the Norway map area in Figure 1. 

DEM DX range (m) DY range (m) 
Grid North-True 
North angle (°) 

Average 
data spacing 
(m) 

Average Grid-
true north 
angle (°) 

Average X/Y 
spacing ratio 

Geo 1x1 sec 
16.296 to 
16.405 

30.938 to 
30.940 

0 23.645 0 0.528 

RGF93 LCC 
27.058 to 
27.150 

27.058 to 
27.150 

2.1 to 2.2 27.104 2.2 1 

Geo 1x1.5 sec 
24.444 to 
24.607 

30.938 to 
30.940 

0 27.732 0 0.793 

Polar stereographic 
28.208 to 
28.246 

28.208 to 
28.246 

7.8 to 8.2 28.227 8 1 

Geo 1x2 sec 
32.593 to 
32.809 

30.938 to 
30.940 

0 31.82 0 1.057 

Equi-7 
29.167 to 
29.218 

29.663 to 
29.681 

-13.5 to -13.1 29.432 -13.3 0.984 

UTM 30 m 
29.947 to 
29.954 

29.947 to 
29.954 

-6.1 to -5.8 29.951 -5.9 1 

LAEA 
29.951 to 
29.955 

30.043 to 
30.047 

-1.8 to -1.5 29.999 -1.7 0.997 
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3  Results 

 

3.1 Variation of Elevation and Slope for UTM grids with varying spacing in Norway 

We looked at the variation in slope and elevation parameters for UTM DEMs at a variety of 

scales, created by the same process.  Because the nominally 30 m grids for the six projections 

had actual cell sizes from 23-31 m, and the well-known relationship between grid spacing and 

slope (Guth, 1995; Hodgson, 2995), we wanted to compare the effects of the projections with a 

baseline for grid spacing. 

Table 2 shows the elevation and slope moments for UTM grids with nominal spacing from 10 to 

90 m (the actual spacings, shown in the table, are a few cm less).  Elevation mean and median 

decrease slightly with increasing grid size, but standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis change 

much less. Smaller cell sizes capture higher elevations, which smooth out with increasing cell 

size.  Average slope, median slope, and slope standard deviation all decrease significantly with 

increasing grid size.   The number of points in the grids ranges from about 45,000 to 883,000, so 

Figure 3 shows the slope histograms with normalized concentrations.  A crossover at about 18% 

slope separates gentler slopes, where the 90 m grid has the highest concentration of points, and 

steeper slopes where the 10 m grid has the highest concentration points.  Increasing the grid 

spacing, while removing higher elevations, flattens the slopes.  Figure 4 plots average slope in 

elevation bins, with the smaller grid cells consistently having steeper slopes in all elevation 

bands. Mean and median slope for the UTM DEMs follow a log relationship (Figure 5). 
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Table 2.  Elevation and slope moments, UTM grids with 10 to 90 m spacing 

DEM 
UTM 

10 m 

UTM 

15 m 

UTM 

20 m 

UTM 

25 m 

UTM 

30 m 

UTM 

45 m 

UTM 

60 m 

UTM 

90 m 

Avg Grid 

Space 
9.98 14.98 19.97 24.96 29.95 44.93 59.9 89.85 

Elevation 

mean 
66.22 65.34 64.67 64.1 63.59 62.36 61.51 60.67 

Elevation 

avg dev 
55.99 55.83 55.68 55.54 55.4 55.04 54.76 54.53 

Elevation 

std dev 
67.13 66.98 66.84 66.7 66.57 66.24 65.98 65.78 

Elevation 

skewness 
0.9021 0.9174 0.9294 0.9397 0.9491 0.9728 0.9883 1.0072 

Elevation 

kurtosis 
-0.1914 -0.1632 -0.1405 -0.1206 -0.1016 -0.0535 -0.0208 0.0194 

Elevation 

min 
-6.35 -6.32 -6.28 -6.26 -6.24 -6.25 -6.19 -6.17 

Elevation 

max 
283.41 343.15 343.15 343.12 280.27 280.26 276.9 278.62 

Elevation 

median 
45.54 44.16 43.23 42.29 41.55 39.4 38.21 36.93 

Slope mean 20.13 18.14 16.72 15.6 14.68 12.63 11.27 9.56 

Slope avg 

dev 
16.9 15.13 13.87 12.89 12.09 10.34 9.17 7.68 

Slope std 

dev 
22.45 20.04 18.36 17.07 16.02 13.7 12.16 10.17 

Slope 

skewness 
1.8557 1.7914 1.7669 1.7604 1.7611 1.7584 1.7632 1.7575 

Slope 

kurtosis 
5.4914 4.9096 4.6679 4.6049 4.5987 4.5881 4.6706 4.7434 

Slope min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Slope max 312.35 237.96 215.91 192.22 179.22 150.59 128.65 95.79 

Slope 

median 
14.05 12.77 11.82 11.06 10.42 8.96 8 6.79 
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Figure 3.  Slope histograms for UTM projection with grids from 10-90 m.  A crossover at about 

18% slope separates gentler slopes, where the 90 m grid has the highest concentration of points, 

and steeper slopes where the 10 m grid has the highest concentration points. 
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Figure 4.  Elevation versus slope for UTM projection with grids from 10-90 m.  As the data 

spacing increases, the average slope decreases. 
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Figure 5.  Mean and median slope for UTM projection with grids from 10-90 m.  As the data 

spacing increases, the average slope decreases. 
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3.2 Variation of Elevation and Slope for 30 m projections in Norway 

Table 3 shows the moments for the elevation and slope distributions the 8 DEMs.  Slope will be 

more sensitive to changes in the effective cell size in the DEM, and the higher moments, 

skewness and kurtosis, will also be more sensitive.  Figure 6 shows the trends for the mean and 

median slope, and the strong relationship between average grid cell spacing and slope.  While the 

trends appear linear, the log curve with negative slope has a higher R² value, and the same 

general log relationship fit the UTM grids better over a larger range of grid spacings (Figure 5). 

The 1x1 arc second DEM has slopes steeper than all the others; and Table 4 how the slopes 

compare with the true 30 m grids represented by the UTM and LAEA DEMs.  The geographic 

1x1 sec DEM is 8-9% steeper than the 30 m grids. 

Table 5 shows directional statistics from the combined slope and aspect distribution, defined by 

the downhill direction (aspect) and angle from the horizontal (slope) within the plane tangent to 

the DEM surface.  The statistical slope orientation diagram (Chapman (1952; Woodcock, 1977; 

Guth, 2001) computes eigenvectors, and derives the ratios ln(S1/S2 ) (flatness) and ln(S2/S3) 

(organization).  The shape and strength parameters from Fisher and others (1987) record similar 

statistics of the distribution, with alternative formulas from the eigenvectors.  Roughness was 

defined by Mark (1975) and Etzelmuller (2000).  Values for the different projections are roughly 

comparable, although the much smaller of pixels in the 1x1 second geographic DEM, in the east-

west direction may account for the larger fabric direction, but the interplay of slope and aspect 

complicate the assessment. 
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Table 3.  Elevation and slope moments, 8 DEMs with “30 m” grids 

DEM 
Geo 1x1 
sec 

RGF93 
LCC 

Geo 
1x1.5 
sec 

Polar 
stereographic Equi-7 

UTM 30 
m LAEA 

Geo 1x2 
sec 

Avg Grid Space 23.64 27.1 27.73 28.23 29.43 29.95 30 31.82 

Elevation mean 64.3 63.94 63.87 63.75 63.64 63.59 63.58 63.48 

Elevation avg dev 55.55 55.5 55.47 55.44 55.42 55.4 55.39 55.37 

Elevation std dev 66.7 66.67 66.63 66.61 66.6 66.57 66.57 66.55 

Elevation 
skewness 0.935 0.9421 0.9433 0.9461 0.9484 0.9491 0.9492 0.951 

Elevation kurtosis -0.1297 -0.1164 -0.1137 -0.1077 -0.1036 -0.1016 -0.1017 -0.0988 

Elevation min -6.3 -6.24 -6.29 -6.25 -6.25 -6.24 -6.27 -6.27 

Elevation max 343.12 343.15 343.12 343.15 343.15 280.27 281.47 280.1 

Elevation median 42.68 42.01 41.95 41.71 41.6 41.55 41.53 41.34 

Slope mean 15.84 15.22 15.07 15.02 14.75 14.68 14.68 14.4 

Slope avg dev 13.01 12.55 12.4 12.38 12.16 12.09 12.09 11.85 

Slope std dev 17.2 16.62 16.41 16.4 16.12 16.02 16.02 15.7 

Slope skewness 1.7708 1.761 1.7649 1.7516 1.7653 1.7611 1.7576 1.7551 

Slope kurtosis 5.1025 4.6753 4.7806 4.5021 4.6331 4.5987 4.5583 4.5255 

Slope min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Slope max 378.26 286.36 283.34 187.25 180.08 179.22 170.98 170.84 

Slope median 11.38 10.81 10.74 10.65 10.46 10.42 10.41 10.21 
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Figure 6.  Slope versus grid spacing for the nominal 30 m map projections.  
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Table 4. Differences in slope mean and median among the DEM projections 

DEM 
Avg Grid 

Space (m) 

Slope 

mean (%) 

Slope 

median 

(%) 

Mean 

difference 

true 30 m 

(%) 

Median 

difference 

true 30 m 

(%) 

Geo 1x1 sec 23.64 15.84 11.38 7.90 9.27 

RGF93 LCC 27.1 15.22 10.81 3.68 3.79 

Geo 1x1.5 sec 27.73 15.07 10.74 2.66 3.12 

Polar stereographic 28.23 15.02 10.65 2.32 2.26 

Equi-7 29.43 14.75 10.46 0.48 0.43 

Geo 1x1 sec 

resample UTM 

bilinear GDAL 

29.95 14.92 10.77 
1.63 3.41 

Geo 1x1 sec 

resample UTM 

bicubic (GDAL) 

29.95 14.42 10.44 

-1.77 0.24 

Geo 1x1 sec 

resample UTM 

bilinear 

MICRODEM 

29.95 14.3 10.2 

-2.59 -2.06 

UTM 30 m 29.95 14.68 10.42 0.00 0.05 

LAEA 30 14.68 10.41 0.00 -0.05 

Geo 1x2 sec 31.82 14.4 10.21 -1.91 -1.97 
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Table 5.  Directional statistics from the 8 DEMs 

DEM Geo 1x1 sec RGF93 LCC Geo 1x1.5 sec 
Polar 
stereographic Equi-7 UTM 30 m LAEA Geo 1x2 sec 

Average 
spacing (m) 23.64 27.10 27.73 28.23 29.43 29.95 30.00 31.82 

Grid/True 
north (°) 0.00 2.16 0.00 8.02 -13.32 -5.93 -1.65 0.00 

Average 
elevation (m) 65.62 65.27 65.20 65.06 64.92 64.88 64.88 64.77 

Average slope 
(%) 15.88 15.25 15.10 15.05 14.78 14.71 14.71 14.43 

Max slope (%) 75.19 70.75 70.56 61.90 60.96 60.84 59.68 59.66 

Fabric (°) 314.0 307.8 310.5 307.6 310.1 309.1 308.5 308.2 

LN S1/S2 
(Flatness) 3.619 3.672 3.697 3.691 3.726 3.737 3.737 3.769 

LN S2/S3 
(Organization) 0.346 0.379 0.366 0.388 0.380 0.375 0.375 0.382 

Shape 10.460 9.687 10.111 9.519 9.793 9.974 9.962 9.855 

Strength 3.965 4.051 4.062 4.079 4.106 4.112 4.112 4.151 

Roughness 0.0230 0.0215 0.0211 0.0210 0.0204 0.0202 0.0202 0.0195 

Average 
aspect (°) 16.84 19.15 17.16 25.24 3.81 11.27 15.73 17.56 

Strength 
aspect 0.1706 0.1783 0.1778 0.1776 0.1784 0.1778 0.1784 0.1779 
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3.3 Arc Second DEMs approximate UTM DEMs with the same average grid spacing 

Geographic DEM have characteristics similar to a UTM grid with a spacing equal to the average 

spacing of the geographic grid.  This region in Norway could have three different geographic 

grids.  Some global DEMs keeps the 1x1 sec spacing for all latitudes, and some reduce the 

spacing with increasing latitude.  Some change the spacing using the DGED specification 

(DGIWG, 2020), 1x1.5 arc second spacing for the latitude of southern Norway.  We also 

considered the 1x2 arc second spacing that starts at 60°N (DGIWG, 2020), which actually 

produces better slope estimates at this latitude because its spacing is closer to 30 m.  For each of 

the three arc second spacings we computed a UTM grid with the average spacing in the dx and 

dy spacings of the geographic grid. 

Table 6 shows the slope and elevation moments for the 3 geographic grids, and the 

corresponding UTM grids with the same average spacing.  Despite the fact that the geographic 

grids have non-square pixels, their statistics match the UTM grid with the average spacing.  The 

1x2 second grid has almost square pixels at this latitude, somewhat better than the 1x1.5 arc 

second grid, but the DGED specification does not change until farther north.  Figures 7 and 8 

show the same patterns for grid spacing as Figures 3 and 4 for the UTM grids: slopes decrease as 

the grid spacing increases, and a higher proportion of large slopes occurs with smaller grid 

spacing. 
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Table 6.  Slope and elevation moments for comparable UTM and geographic DEMs 

DEM 
UTM 

23.6 m 

Geo 

1x1 sec 

UTM 

27.7 m 

Geo 

1x1.5 

sec 

UTM 

31.8 m 

Geo 

1x2 sec 

Avg Grid 

Space 
23.56 23.64 27.65 27.73 31.75 31.82 

Elevation 

mean 
64.25 64.3 63.83 63.87 63.43 63.48 

Elevation 

avg dev 
55.57 55.55 55.46 55.47 55.35 55.37 

Elevation 

std dev 
66.74 66.7 66.64 66.63 66.52 66.55 

Elevation 

skewness 
0.9368 0.935 0.9447 0.9433 0.9521 0.951 

Elevation 

kurtosis 
-0.1261 -0.1297 -0.1103 -0.1137 -0.0958 -0.0988 

Elevation 

min 
-6.25 -6.3 -6.28 -6.29 -6.27 -6.27 

Elevation 

max 
343.15 343.12 343.15 343.12 343.15 280.1 

Elevation 

median 
42.59 42.68 41.84 41.95 41.29 41.34 

Slope 

mean 
15.89 15.84 15.09 15.07 14.39 14.4 

Slope 

avg dev 
13.15 13.01 12.44 12.4 11.84 11.85 

Slope std 

dev 
17.4 17.2 16.48 16.41 15.69 15.7 

Slope 

skewness 
1.7603 1.7708 1.7592 1.7649 1.7605 1.7551 

Slope 

kurtosis 
4.6066 5.1025 4.5972 4.7806 4.5919 4.5255 

Slope 

min 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Slope 

max 
187.59 378.26 182.97 283.34 174.38 170.84 

Slope 

median 
11.26 11.38 10.7 10.74 10.2 10.21 
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Figure 7.  Average slope versus elevation.  The three geographic DEMs plot essentially on top of 

the UTM grid with comparable spacing, and the largest spacing has the smallest slopes. 
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Figure 8.  Slope Histograms.  The three geographic DEMs plot essentially on top of the UTM 

grid with comparable spacing.  There is a crossover at about 18% slope. 
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3.4 Reinterpolation of arc second DEMs to UTM 

Reinterpolation to UTM provides one solution for dealing with arc second DEMs, particulary for 

software that has not adapted the slope algorithm.  We used three reinterpolation algorithms from 

GDAL and MICRODEM to reproject the 1x1 second DEM to a 30 m UTM grid.  They have 

very minor effects on the elevations, but noticeable effects on the slope distribution.  Figure 6 

graphs the average (mean and median) slope versus grid spacing, and the eight map projections 

discussed earlier have a trend line best defined by a negative logarthmic equation.  The three 

resampled DEMs from the 1x1 sec DEM do not match the 30 m LAEA and UTM DTMs created 

from the lidar point cloud, which have essentially equivalent statistics.  Table xxx-reint_2_utm 

shows the data used to create the graph.  Only the bicubic reinterpolation from GDAL matches 

the trend line for the other projections, and only for the median.  While reinterpolation solves 

some problems, it changes the slope statistics. 
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3.5 Slope Map Differences 

A visual comparison of the slope (Figure 9) and elevation maps, and differences maps, show 

how the arc second DEM differs from the UTM DEM at the same nominal 30 m scale.  The one 

arc second DEM at this latitude has almost twice as many grid cells, effectively splitting each 

cell in the 30 m DEM into an eastern and western half.  The actual cells do not quite fit this 

simple model, because the cell sizes are not exactly different by a factor of two, and the grids are 

rotated, the cell overlap throughout the DEM changes. In places comparable cells cover almost 

the same area, and in others the overlap is only partial and a single cell in one projection is part 

of multiple cells in the other. 

The smaller cells in the one arc second DEM can better reflect changes in the east-west direction, 

and that DEM can have two grid cells with different values, whereas the 30 m UTM grid must 

average the entire larger grid cell.  This allows the arc second grid to capture both lower and 

higher elevations, which leads to increased slope values.  These will be most pronounced with 

east or west aspects, and in steeper terrain where changes occur over shorter distances. 

Because the two UTM and geographic DEMs have different numbers of elevations, located at 

different spots on the ground, a direct pixel by pixel comparison is impossible without 

reinterpolation of one DEM.  Figure 10 shows such two such reinterpolations, taking each 

DEM’s slope grid in turn and doing a bilinear interpretation on the other DEM’s slope grid 

before creating a difference grid.  The difference grids show that the largest slope differences are 

in regions with both a large slope and a large east-west component of slope.  There are bigger 

differences in the map that considers the geographic DEM as the baseline, because it has more 

points and more points with high slopes, which are smoothed out in the 30 m UTM grid. 
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Figure 9.  Slope maps (%) for the 1 arc second and 30 m UTM grids.  At this scale the differences are not apparent. 
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Figure 10.  Slope differences in percent, positive where the arc second DEM is steeper than the UTM DEM. On the left, a comparison 

is made between the slope at every grid point in the arc second DEM, and a bilinear interpolation of the slope at the corresponding 

location in the UTM DEM retaining the geographic projection. On the right, a comparison is made between the slope at every grid 

point in the UTM DEM, and a bilinear interpolation of the slope at the corresponding location in the arc second DEM.  The resulting 

grid retains the UTM projection.   
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3.6 Low Latitude Arc Second DEMs 

Guam is located at about 13°N latitude, and since the location is so close to the equator, there is 

less variation between DEMS in UTM and geographic coordinate areas. At the equator the grid 

cells are shaped more like squares than at higher latitudes. At higher latitudes the arc second 

grids become more distorted and the pixels become less square shaped. Guam thus provides a 

good test case to compare the high latitude results from Norway. 

We created one DEM in the geographic coordinate system at one arc second spacing and four 

DEMs using the UTM projection at 25 m, 30m, 30.4 m and 35 m resolution.  The 30.4 m spacing 

matches the average dx and dy spacing in the 1 arc second grid.  We created the DTMs using the 

fifth percentile of all returns. The DEMs were analyzed using slope and elevation statistics.  

Figure 1 shows a hillshade of the one second DTM. 

The small amount of variation among the dx and dy values in Table 7 between one arc second, 

30.4 m and 30 m resolution indicate that all three grids have very similar pixel. The angle 

between grid north and true angle is less than 1 degree for the UTM DEMs indicating minimal 

rotations from true north because at this latitude even near the edge of the UTM zone there is 

little rotation of grid north UTM zone. For this small an area, using the average values for the 

entire DEM would provide acceptable approximations.  

Table 7 also illustrates the similar slope statistics for one arc second, 30 meter and 30.4 meter 

resolution.  In contrast the 25 and 35 m show the expected much greater differences in slope 

statistics.  The cell sizes and number of points per cell are very similar for the 1 arc second, 30 

m, and 30.4 m DEMs.  Since the points per area are similar among the resolutions the slope 

algorithm is able to compute similar slope distributions. However, like in Norway, the smaller 

grid resolutions still capture more steeper slopes which is shown in Table 7 when the 25 meter 

resolution had the highest average slope value and 35 m spacing the lowest slopes.  
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Table 7. Statistics for slope and grid geometry for the Guam test DEMs 

 

Figure 11 shows the relationship between elevation and average slope. This histogram shows that 

1 arc second, 30.4 m and 30 m resolution are all very close to one another, which is also apparent 

in Table 7. It is also clear that 35 m resolution has lower slope averages at nearly all of the 

elevations and 25 m resolution has higher slope averages at nearly every elevation. At higher 

latitudes 1 arc second, and 30 m resolution produce different slopes due to the larger differences 

between the dx and dy spacing. This is conveyed in the data from Norway in Figure 6 when 

comparing the data points from the Geo 1x1 sec maps closely to the UTM 23.6 m resolution 

rather than the 30m resolution. The most important difference between the data set from Guam 

and the data from Norway is the difference in the average dx and dy spacing. In Norway, the 

average dx and dy spacing is far from the nominal 30 m value; however, in this data set the 

average dx and dy spacing are just larger the 30 m nominal value.  

Slope n
Slope 

mean

Slope avg 

dev

Slope 

skewness

Slope 

curtosis
Slope max

Slope 

median

DX 

Range

DY 

Range

Grid North-True North 

angle (°)
Average Spacing (m) 

guam 

25m
224512 18.52 12.17 1.5605 3.816 194.09 14.61

24.989 to 

24.992

24.99 to 

24.992
0.51 to .547 24.991

guam 

30m
155867 17.51 11.38 1.5619 3.7753 177.35 13.92

29.987 to 

29.99

29.988 to 

29.99
0.51 to .547 29.989

guam 

1sec
151760 17.43 11.32 1.5639 3.7515 171.24 13.84

30.091 to 

30.106

30.731 to 

30.732
0 30.415

guam 

30.4m
152103 17.42 11.33 1.5612 3.7702 180.04 13.83

30.387 to 

30.39

30.387 to 

30.39
0.51 to .548 30.389

guam 

35m
112851 16.75 10.75 1.5598 3.6798 148.01 13.39

34.985 to 

34.998

34.986 to 

34.989
0.511 to .547 34.987
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Figure 11. Average slope versus elevation 

 

Figure 12  shows the slope histogram for the Guam data set.  The smallest grid spacing, 25 m, 

has the fewest points with low slopes, and the most points with large slopes.  This pattern also 

applies in Norway, although in the Guam the crossover occurs at about 22.5% slope, a larger 

crossover than in Norway which may result from the steeper average slopes in Guam. 
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Figure 12. Slope Concentration Histogram. 
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4  Discussion 

The grid spacing for the UTM projection in a nominal 30 m DEM grid will vary by no more than 

3 cm within a single UTM zone, but can be slightly larger when grid zones are combined at high 

latitudes such as is commonly done in Norway.  Ignoring the differences from the nominal 

spacing appears to be a reasonable approach.  The rotation of the UTM grid from true north will 

be under 3° at the edge of the zone at 80° and it will be under 0.5° at the equator, and might also 

be acceptable for many applications.  The differences can be greater in places like Norway, 

where the convergence of the meridians causes the zones to be very narrow and the 

inconveniences of crossing UTM zone boundaries lead to acceptances of greater distortion by 

combining zone.  Similar levels of minimal distortion would be present for other transverse 

Mercator projections in the narrow east-west map areas, or in Lambert conformal projections for 

narrow north-south strips.  The use of the Lambert conformal conic in Norway, far from the 

central parallel, shows the distortion introduced and the reason that projection has not been used 

over larger areas. 

Grids from the Lambert azimuthal equal area projection, the Equi-7, or the polar stereographic 

cover larger areas such as a continent, and the compromises in creating those projections lead to 

larger changes in grid spacing and the rotation of the grid over the map area.  Even a change in 

0.5 m for the average grid spacing in the DEM leads to noticeable changes in the slope 

distribution (Figure 6), suggesting that users should carefully consider how they interpret slope 

differences at different latitudes or from data projections.   

Geographic DEMs present the greatest challenges, but are also the most common projection used 

for global DEMs.  Their dy spacing is nearly constant; 1 arc second is 31.02 m at 80° and 30.72 

m at the equator.  These are almost equal, and very close to the 30 m often used as shorthand for 

the data spacing.  The dx spacing, however, decreases substantially with latitude, from 30.92 m 

at the equator to 5.39 m at 80°. 

Software that can correctly read the geographic DEM’s metadata to properly plot on the map 

should be able to automatically determine the true dx and dy in meters, and automatically 

compute slopes.  The challenge is that the machine readable metadata in formats like Geotiff 

does not have a field for specifying the vertical units of the DEM.  If the world were metric, 

things would be simple, but some DEMs still use feet, complicating matters for GIS programs.  

While feet elevations provided better vertical resolution when DEMs used integer elevation data 

(and some arc second DEMs like SRTM, ASTER, and ALOS still have only 16 bit integer 

elevations), feet now only confuse software.  The solution to require defining a single conversion 

factor from degrees to meters, adopted by a number of GIS programs, does not solve the problem 

of rectangular pixels, because the software needs separate dx and dy if they are not the same.  
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Including a Geotiff tag for the vertical units would help with automatic slope computation 

DEMs, as well has defining a host of other types of grid stored in Geotiff files. 

The separate dx and dy values supplied to the slope algorithm could also be used for curvature.  

As the second derivatives of elevation, curvature is much noisier than slope, and would probably 

show even greater effects from reinterpolating the DEM to UTM before computation.  Minár & 

others (2020) documented the confusing and inconsistent terminology and computations in GIS 

software. 

DEM producers have long recognized the problems arising from rectangular pixels in geographic 

DEMs at higher latitudes.  Changing the dx spacing reduces file storage size and processing 

time, but complicates merging DEMs with different spacing, so the solution requires balancing 

priorities. The first standard for DTED (DoD, 2000 for the latest version, but the standard was 

created much earlier) used 5 zones and only integer seconds for spacing.  The newer DGED 

standard (DGIWG, 2020) uses 6 zones, most importantly with a 1.5 sec zone and different 

integer spacings beyond 3 secs.  DGIWG (2020, Figure 4, p.55) shows the dx spacing for the 0.4 

sec DEM, where the shifts in dx spacing occur on even 5° latitude boundaries.  The shifts restore 

the dx spacing back to the nominal value.  Our work suggests considered alternative boundaries 

(Figure 13), and that preserving slope and relative geomorphometric parameters is more 

important than square pixels.  We should use the effective pixel size, the average of dx and dy, 

compared to a UTM grid rather than just the dx value, and the adjustments should happen at 

lower latitudes.  The shifts would be to a slightly higher dx value at the start of the latitudinal 

zones where the shift would place the average spacing with the new dx closer to the nominal 

value, and then drift below the nominal value.  Keeping the shifts at even 5° latitude boundaries, 

the shift to 1.5 sec spacing should occur at either 40° or 45°, and that to 2 sec at either 55° or 

60°.  This is not a suggestion to immediately change the standards, but when they are next re-

evaluated these points should be considered. 
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Figure 13.  Equivalent UTM grid spacing for geographic grids with four different spacings based 

on slope computations. 

 

5  Conclusions 

Slope, aspect, and hillshade GIS algorithms can be adapted to use DEMs with geographic grids.  

Code changes are relatively minor, and the suggestion to reproject to UTM before using the 

algorithms should no longer be tolerated because the reprojections changes the characteristics of 

the DEM.  Arc second DEMs reprojected to UTM no longer have slope distributions with the 

same characteristics, and reprojection should be avoided as much as possible.  DEMs with 

projections other than UTM (geographic, Lambert conformal conic, azimuthal equal area, equi-7, 

polar stereographic, and probably others) have slope distributions corresponding to a UTM DEM 

with a grid spacing equal to the average dx and dy spacing of the other DEM. 
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